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ABSTRACT

The progress include (a) growth and characterization of Ge Si I

X /Si epitaxial films and superlattices, (b) study of power loss by two

dimensional holes in coherently strained Ge Silx Si heterostructuresx~
(c) theoretical prediction of resonances of intraband absorption (d)

study of B203 as a low temperature p-type dopant. Initial stage of

growth of Ge Si, /Si films were studied using using reflection high

energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and the superlattice structures were

characterized using TEM. In the study of magnetovtransport of holes in

GexSi 1 /Si SLS's, we found that the power loss data can be well

understood by taking into account the effects from the acoustic mode

phonons by both the deformation potential and the piezoelectric

coupling. The resonance nature of intraband absorption can be used for

sensitive and tunable IR detector applications. -W4e have demonstrated

the possibility of using B203 as an effective p-type doping source for
2, 3

providing abrupt doping profiles needed for Ge Si iX Si superlattices.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the following sections, we will describe the progress of both

experimental and theoretical studies of the fundamental properties of

Ge xSi lx/Si epitaxial films and superlattices. Various in-situ surface

cleaning techniques were investigated using reflection high energy

electron diffraction (RHEED). It is essential to find the optimum

conditions for surface cleaning prior to MBE growth in order to obtain

high quality epitaxial films. We have also used RHEED to monitor the

initial stage of the growth of Ge Silx films on Si(100) and Si(111)
x -

substrates. Si/Ge xSil1 x superlattices were successfully grown on Si
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substrates and characterized by using TEM and Raman spectroscopy. The

interface properties were studied using electron energy loss

spectroscopy (EELS) and high resolution phonon spectra of GexSil x/Si

have also been obtained. Power loss by two dimensional holes in

coherently strained Ge xSi l x/Si heterostructures was investigated using

hot carrier Shubnikov-de Hass (SdH).

Further, we have begun the investigation of the device

applications using Ge xSi 1_x Theoretical calculations shows the

possibility of use of these structures for tunable infrared detectors

and sources. New devices due to further the reduction of dimension will

also be discussed.

Another area of progress is in doping control. In Si MBE, Sb and

Ga are usually thermally-evaporated as n- and p-type dopants,

respectively. However, they are found to exhibit low incorporation

ratios, i.e., low ratios of dopant concentration in the grown film to

the corresponding surface adlayer. We have demonstrated the use of B203
2 

3

as a low temperature p-type dopant for Gex Sil x/Si heterostructures.

Detailed of these can be referred to the published papers in the

form of preprints and reprints whose abstracts are attached in the

appendix.

Meanwhile, UCLA has established an Integrated Si and III-V

Compound MBE Laboratory, where combination of Si and III-V superlattices

can be grown without breaking the vacuum. We have also setup a magneto-

resistance measurement system at our laboratory for further

investigation of properties of epitaxial films.

2
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2. PROGRESS

(a) Growth and Characterization of Ge.Si_/Si Heterostructures

In this investigation, the in-situ substrate cleaning techniques

were studied [1] to optimize the cleaning conditions in order to obtain

high quality epitaxial GexSilx films. Prior to loading the samples

into the growth chamber, Si substrates were chemically pre-cleaned by

the Shiraki method (HNO 3 ,NH4OH and HCL). Then the protective oxide

film was removed in-situ by (a) thermally heating the substrate (b)

depositing a thin film (-15 A) of Si at low flux rates (self-cleaning).

In the case of thermal cleaning as the oxide layer is evaporated a sharp

mixture of (2X) and (IX2) RHEED patterns was observed for Si(100)

substrates (see Fig. 1 (a)), while a (7X7) reconstruction appeared for

Si(111) (see Fig. 1 (b)) at about 950 *C. These are typical

reconstruction patterns for the clean Si(100) and Si(111) surfaces. For

Si flux cleaning the best RHEED patterns were obtained with a Si flux of

2x1013 cm-2 s-I at substrate temperature 800 *C and for deposition about

3 minutes.

At the initial stage of the growth of GexSil- x films on Si(lll),

there is a sharp transition of RHEED pattern from (7X) to (5X5). As

the film becomes thicker, the (5X5) pattern changes back to (7X7) [2].

We believe that this transition is due to the relaxation of the strain

present in the Ge xSi 1 x film. As the film gets thicker the strain is

relaxed due to the generation of misfit dislocations at the interface.

Further study is currently underway to investigate this phenomenon in

detail.

Here we show the characteristics of the growth of extremely thin

Ge Si lx/Si MQW's and SLS's. The Si/Ge Si superlattices grown at 580

3
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Fig. 2 TEM image of a GexSilix/Si superlattice grown on a S~l
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0C showed good surface morporlogy and the TEM pictures indicated the

layered structure with uniform film thicknesses as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 illustrates the Auger depth profile of such a superlattices. The

strain present in the epitaxial layers were estimated from the peak

shifts of the Raman spectrum [4].

The interface properties are also being investigated using electron

energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). High resolution phonon spectra have

been obtained in collaboration with Professor Lucas in Belgium.

(b) Power Loss of Holes in Ge Si,1,/Si Heterostructures

We have used (in collaboration with the Bell Laboratories) the hot

carrier Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) effect to measure the power loss by hot

two-dimensional holes confined near a Ge0 .2Si0 .8/Si heterointerface

[5,6]. The dependence of carrier temperature on electric field was

determined for field strengths between 1.8 mV/cm and 2.5 V/cm, and

carrier temperatures between 1.750K and 4.20K. The dependence of the

SdH oscillation amplitude on carrier temperatures is illustrated in Fig.

4. The present modulation doped structures consists of a single wide

quantum well (_ 500 A) having a typical mobility Vn - 3300 cm2 /V-s and
shee chrgedenityn - 11 -2

sheet charge density n - 5xI0 cm . The measured power loss versus

carrier temperature data are best described by the two-dimensional

formalism of Price assuming negligible screening. Excellent agreement

of the theory with the experimental result is obtained only if

scattering of the acoustic mode phonons by both the deformation

potential and the piezoelectric coupling mechanisms are taken into

consideration. The result is shown in Fig. 5. We were therefore able

to deduce a value for the piezoelectric constant for Ge0 .2Sio.8 (e
2pz
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0.16 x 108 dyne/cm2 about 30% of that of InAs) which is under coherent

strain. The observation of the piezoelectric effect in these otherwise

non-piezoelectric structures is attributed to two possible sources:

(i) lifting of crystalline symmetry due to strain,

(ii) possible non-randomness of the alloy.

(c) Intraband Absorption

Our recent calculation result of intraband absorption in quantum

wells and superlattices suggests tunable detection of electromagnetic

waves in a oide range of wavelengths (particular near 10 um) [7]. The

subband energy may be written

2k 2  2

E () () + - + (-I) n

2m± 2mn

where k± is the crystal momentum vector perpendicular to the MQW

direction, En(O) is the subband energy at the zone center, and k± and q

are the crystal momentum vector perpendicular and parallel to the MOW

directions. The band diagrams for these directions are shown in Fig. 6

(a) anI (b), respectively. It is important to recognized that the bands

are displaced with a constant value in the k± direction.

Unlike the bulk and interband cases, where transitions occur from

the valence subbands to conduction subbands, the intraband transition

rates within the conductor band and valence band in MQW's are

independent of k, and is shown to be for the first two subbands,

9
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E- E1(O) - + *
2m mn

1 1 1 "

where - : +
mmn mm n

The general optical absorption is,

4?r2e2  2dk n

a(w) 2 Z 3 le'Mmn(h)12 6[Em(k) En (k) -w]
n c m J BZ (2ir)

dk = dki dq

Where M the transition matrix of the two subbands can be considered

nn'

as a smooth function of k, except at some special points. Then a(w) is

proportional to the joint density of states, defined

imn BZ 2dk -
d mn (-+I =B 62) [ Em(k) - En (k) 410 ]

BZ (2T)

or in our case of intraband transitions in SLS's, we have

k1 1
J = -

mn
2(2r) Vq[ Em(q) - En(q) ]

Consequently, there exist resonances in the optical absorption at

the extrema of the subbands when V qE(q) = 0. These resonances can be

used for sensitive and tunable detectors although the resonance width

and thus the quantitative sensitivity still remain to be worked out. It

should be recognized that we have ignored the broadening effects due to V.

phonons and impurities. Thus the practical resonance width will be ?

5-
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reduced. Additionally, the carrier lifetimes in the subbands will have

to be investigated.

We have also formulated the interband electro-absorption [8,9] and

shown an interesting nonlinear effect as illustrated in Fig. 7 in the

case of direct gap material AlGaAs/GaAs. The result shows an initial

increase of the absorption coefficient at low field and decreases as the

electric field exceeds 75 KV cm- . Further confinement of a two-

dimensional electron gas, i.e., one-dimensional quantization, can result

high speed devices and extremely sensitive photodetectors. A novel one-

dimensional electron gas Field Effect Transistor (FET) is proposed [10]

with the advantages of higher electron mobility and higher carrier

concentration than conventional two-dimensional electron gas FET

(TEGFET). Assuming that only the ground subband is occupied, the

mobility at low temperature can be approximated as

eT.(EF) 32m'e4  N, K_(_n._ _ ,,) -

/ -= C . ( for line impuri y

m 32 me' I ____ ,Y_(_I_ +_________ __

-7_ = ."" co ' x(+)Kji.(j)Sj' for distributed impurity)in "': -o {l + -K 0~ s,.4S ], a-"

in-D
where kF = is used and n 1-D (Coul/cm) is the 1-0 carrier

2

concentration. The low field mobility for the line charge and

distributed charge cases are shown in Fig. 8. Also given in the figure

is the 2-D HEMT mobility for comparison. It shows that the low-field

mobility of the QWW-HEMT is several orders of magnitude higher than that

12
D'
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in the conventional 2-D HEMT when the thickness of the spacer is large,

ignoring phonon scattering.

(d) Doping and Impurities in MQW's

We investigated the possible use of a low temperature boron source

using decomposition of B203 on Si. The undesired oxygen incorporation

is reduced during growth. In this study, we demonstrated the

possibility of using B203 as an effective p-type doping source for

providing abrupt doping profiles needed for superlattices [11,12]. We

find the following: (1) When oxygen is present, it is associated

essentially to SiO 2 and B203. (2) B203 is reduced by Si to form SiO2

and boron incorporated in Si. (3) B203 reduction is thermally activated

for T > 500 'C and the activation energy has been calculated to be Ea =

3.0 - 0.5 eV. For Ts > 500 *C, SiO 2 decomposes into SiO which

subsequently desorbs. (4) For T < 500 "C, no chemical reaction occurs

between Si and B203 ' A typical Auger spectrum, recorded for the

experimental condition of JSi = 1 A/min and growth temperature at 690

*C, is shown in the inset of Fig. 9. From these spectra, atomic

fractions of the reaction species, Si, Si oxide, 0, have been plotted as

a function of the silicon flux and are shown in Fig. 9. With this

study, we learned how to control boron doping using a B203 source. Fig.

10 shows a SIMS profile of the abrupt doping distribution accomplished

using this source.

With control of doping, it is now possible to explore doping

"; impurities in a very narrow quantum well for IR detection near 10 pm.

The Hamiltonian for a 2-0 hydrogenic impurities in a MQw with the

effective mass approximation, may be written

14
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p2  e2

H -p2 2] . V(z)
2m Es[p + (Z-zl) 23

p2 = x2 y2

where z is the growth direction and V(z) is the quantum well potential

function and other symbols have their usual meanings. The confinement

of the impurities in a MQW can alter the ionization energy, which can be

controlled by changing the well width and barrier height. Hence it

provides a tunable optical detection wavelengths for application in

extrinsic infrared detectors. New physical properties resulting from

quantum confinement are extremely important for further understanding

and exploitations for device applications. The subsequent work will in

part be focused on these areas of research.

3. SUMMARY a,

In summary, the initial stage of growth of Ge xSi lx/Si epitaxial

layers and superlattices were investigated using RHEED, TEM, Raman

spectroscopy. The possibility of B203 as a low temperature dopant

source was studied in order to obtain sharp doping profiles for Ge Six 1

x /Si quantum wells and superlattices. We have also measured the

electrical characteristics of doped GexSil-x heterojunctions. New

device concepts using the confinement of carriers in quantum wells and

superlattices were explored for high speed devices as well as IR

detectors and light sources. The subsequent research will focus on

testing these concepts and exploration of the additional new properties

of these quantum wells and superlattices.

16
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Free-electron density and transit time in a finite superlattice
B. Jogai and K. L. Wang o
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In this paper we have calculated the free-electron density in a finite superlattice. Resonant t

tunneling causes a buildup of particle density in the well regions, giving nse to an accumulation of .11
electrons in those regions Using our results, we have estimated the change in barner heights and 0

well depth, caused b% the electrostatic force A negligible change is found for a double-well

structure hat ing %%ell %,idths of 40 A and barrier widths of 20 . Our approach could be extended

to calculate the tunneling current self-consistently Additionally we have used a time-dependent
solution of Schrodingers equation to estimate the trapping time of the electrons due to the_9,

resonant effect The results sho%% that the probability density oscillates several times between the
two wells. leaking out gradually at each step After about 2 4 x 10- '3 s, most of the wavescentered
about the resonant energies hase been transmitted

INTRODUCTION tron wave packet are seen to increase the tunneling time by

Interest in the finite superlattice. consisting of only a fesk an order of magnitude over the classical limit

layers, has been renesed due to the recent quality of thin M

films grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) Such a METHOD
structure has potent ial de 1C appliations since the resonant Figure I shows the conduction-band edge of the struc-

tunneling phenomenon can lead to negatis e resistance This ture that has been simulated. The free-electron density has

effect had been predited bs Tsu and Esaki.: and subse- been found by first obtaining the one-electron wave function

quently serified b% Chng : ." Lately, there hase been In the outermost GaAs layers, the wave functions are shown

reports on measurement', done on MBE-grossn samples in Fig 1, in which ko = 2 , (E - E )/4.

The results hase nuded measurements of the current-sol- k =2m?,,, (E --eV - E )/ , o = 2m*,E /A:. E

tage curse ofa doubhi-barrie. _. 1, L In each case. the calcu- is the energy in the GaAs regions corresponding to motion

lated tunneling curren' de- ri agree v. ith the measured parallel to the interface plane. E is the total energy, and V, is

%alue for reasons that ha e n, .i el been clarified In particu- the applied 6oltage The wave function for the barrier layers

lar, the large peak-to-% alle? rati, predicted has not been real- is gien by
izedexpenmentally Discrepancie, are to be expected. hoss- = [aAi( -t ) bBi( -t )]exp(ik .p). (I

ever, as the model is er% simpl As an example. in the earlb

calculation of the current. the ,onduction-band edge a t' = X '- [ (E - eV,- yE )/eF + z] (2)

modeled in a staircase approximation to account for the ap- Here At and Bi are the Airy functions, F is the magnitude of
plied soltage Semijnai , expres,,sion, ,ere then obtained the electnc field. ? is the ratio of the effective mass in GaAs

for the current A numerical apprach" has insolsed a more tothat in Ga, -AI, As. x,i s a charactenstic length given by
realistic treatment of the band edge but the result,, are still x(, = (2 mA,,eF/ ) - ' ', and l', is the barner height For

not close to experiment the %ell regions the wae function is given by
In attempt, to refine the model. it has been suggested

that the \%ell regions act as d. nami, traps for the tunneling

electron ' The presen~e of the electron in the %ell for some
time is therefore expected to modify the potential De\ iation . IB.. ,

from inearty may occur As a further refinement to tht :

model, the tunneling current could becalculated self-consi .- -' oE

tentl). taking into account the change in potential caused b\ - E

the trapped electrons We outline a \.ay this can be done b
calculating the free-electron density in the barrier and Aell

regions. as a result of the accumulation of particle densit\ in Fl(i Condui or-band edge of , muhilaered GaA G .AI, A1,

the %ell regions Solution of Poiss,ti's equation yields th' srroure for an applied soihage I The outermos, GaAs iaers are a'

modified potential Such information can then be used It ,umed to bhe htasl doped and emi-infrite ie awir so that the tlecr;.

recalculate the electron density Also presented is a ime- field in Ihose regions can e a,,umed r 'e %mail enabhn the ue of pla-,
rtd,.eolut1ion The rei ofihe tru,:iurer ,assumed t e intrins,,c tha!'ht

dependent solution of Schrodinger', equation for a double- rle, ini. feld i taker, tohe a onstanland in he negarie :dire, d.. i , i z

,Aell tripl-barrier ,tru, ture t pIpe reflection', of the ele - ,.. - harrier heighi
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Frequency and power limit of quantum well oscillators
B. Jogai and K. L Wang
Device Research Laboratory. Electrical Engineering Department. University of California. Los Angeles. 5-

Los Angeles. California 90024

K.W. Brown
Sensor Physics Section. Chemistry and Physics Laboratory. The Aerospace Corporation. El Segundo.
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(Received 30 December 1985; accepted for publication 17 February 1986)

The maximum frequency at which amplification can be obtained from quantum well oscillators is
discussed. Intrinsically, the frequency limit for having negative differential resistance (NDRi .5'

can be very high, of the order of the inverse of the electron transit time. Owing to the large
capacitance of the well and barrier regions, the actual frequency limit at which amplification
occurs may be lower than the intrinsic limit because of the capacitance charging time. We have
estimated the frequency limit of NDR by considering the electron transit time and have calculated
the maximum oscillation frequency from an equivalent circuit model. We have also obtained an
expression for the high-frequency power output as a function of frequency, based on a
transmission line model.

Negative differential resistance in quantum well devices the first barrier layer; the second barrier is ignored in the
is of considerable interest since the fast electron transport estimate of the charging time. The charging current is as-

expected in such devices can result in high-frequency ampli- sumed to be the single barrier tunneling current. A time con-
fication Tsu and Esaki' had predicted NDR in a finite su- stant of about 40 ps for the device of Refs. 3 and 4 is then
perlattice as a consequence of resonant tunneling The first obtained using the capacitance and positive resistance of the
experimental results were obtained by Chang et al Due to single barrier. In attempting to explain the higher observed
high input impedance, high-frequency oscillations were not detection frequencies,' Luryi proposed a new model in
observed in the early samples. Furthermore, the peak to val- which the negative resistance is effected by the reduction in
ley ratio of the current was much too small to produce any density of occupied emitter states allowed for tunneling with
workable power Recent measurements on samples grown increasing applied voltage: when the quasibound level drops
by molecular beam epitaxy have shown promising results. below the conduction-band edge of the emitter, there are no
Sollner et al. " have obtained a peak to valley ratio of 6:1." occupied emitter states consonant with energy and momen-
and have also demonstrated mixing and detection at 138 turn conservation for tunneling. This effect as pointed out by
GHz. 761 GHz. and 2.5 THz. these results suggest NDR up Luryi, is of course, a generic feature to tunneling from a
to 2.5 THz. In addition, they have used a coaxial resonant three-dimensional to a two-dimensional system of states. We
cavity to obtain oscillations at 18 GHz. lfthe electron transit note that this situation bears some resemblance to tunneling
time is the limiting factor for maximum oscillation frequen- in a tunnel diode. Although the foregoing model for the exis-
cy, an upper limit of about I THz seems possible. However. tence of NDR is possible, it is not clear to us, however, that
so far there has been no reported oscillation frequency in Sollner's detection of NDR at 2.5 THz depends upon the
excess of 18 GHz origin of the NDR

In this letter, we discuss the maximum frequency at An alternative explanation of the oscillation frequenc.
which NDR is possible as well as the maximum frequency at and high-frequency detection may be possible and perhaps
which a signal can be amplified by the quantum well device more appropriate. We are proposing an equivalent circuit
In particular. we calculate the maximum frequency at which model, based on which the oscillation frequency can be esti-
amplification is obtainable within a simple circuit model. We mated from the magnitude of the NDR. The latter may be
show that the circuit parameters which model the parasitic extracted from theoretical or experimental current-voltage
effects such as device capacitance and senes resistance can curves if available The results are independent of whether
have senous limitation on the maximum frequency of oscil- the NDR originates from the density of states or from the
lation Fabry-Perot effect.

Previously Ricco and Azbelf have discussed the time In quantum well devices where the NDR is accounted
development of resonant tunneling in a double barrier de- for by the Fabrs-Perot mechanism, the speed at which the
vice, and have shown that an important quantity in deter- electron wave packet traverses the total structure is expected
mining frequency behavior is a time constant r. which is the to govern the maximum frequency of amplification. Under
time required for the probability density to build up in the ideal conditions, this maximum frequency should be close to
well when a voltage is applied Once this amount of time has the limit enforced by the transit time, since beyond this limit
elapsed, resonant tunneling is fully established. The frequen- the NDR is annihilated, i.e, the negative conductance goes
cy limit of NDR is expected to be set by the inverse of r to zero. Recently, Barker' has calculated the tunneling time
Luryi? has related the frequency limit of oscillation to the through a double-barrier device by solving Wigner's equa-
reciprocal of the charging time of a capacitor represented by tion. A semiclassical formulation allows the effect of colli-
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A Treatise on the Capacitance-Voltage Relation of
High Electron Mobility Transistors

LAURENCE P. SAD, ICK, STI-Di-%T MEMBER. IEEE, AND K. L. WANG, SENIOR MEMBER. IEEE

Abstract-A neA model for the capacitance-soltage relation of a 1. INTRODUCTION
HENIT is presented. The model uses three ph sicall% motivated capac-
itie terms in series. The 01, 1 expressions are derived using the quan- ECENTLY, there has been a great deal of interest

turn mechanical triangular potential well model and the tso-dimen- iXand activit in the area of HEMT (also known as,
sional electron-gas charge-control model. These expressions provide MODFET, TEGFET, and SDHT) and other similar t'Ao-
further phssical insight into the AIGaAs heterosvstem. The results ob- dimensional gas structures for the design of high-speed
lained should be readil. applicable to such techniques as DLTS and and high-frequency devices 11-131. The two-dimensional
other C,) interface measurement methods. The equations derised will

also serve as a basis for analitical and circuit modeling of HEMT nature of the electron gas sheet arises from the transfer of
structures. mobile charges from the larger bandgap material to the

smaller one at the heterointerface due to the band discon-
Nu, ,\Ut lt RE tinuity. Usually the device is operated at low temperatures

C Capacitance per unit area (F-cm). (e.g., 77 K) to reduce the electron-phonon scattering,
D Densit% of states (cm - C . ) which degrades the mobility. At 77 K, the remaining
d, Total %4idth of AIGaAs epila er (cm) dominant scattering mechanism is impurity scattering. In
E- Conduction band energy, (e\'s an AIGaAs/GaAs heterojunction structure, the impurity
EF Fermi energ. (e\' scattenng for the transferred two-dimensional electron gas
E, subband eneri.! ieV is reduced due to the separation of the parent donor im-
F, Electric held at intertace (V cm) purity atoms in the AI,Ga, __As from the undoped GaAs.
NB Background doping lesel in GaAs (cm To reduce further impurity scattering, a spacer layer of
N,,, Effective depletion surface layer charge in GaAs undoped AIGaAs is placed between the GaAs and the

(cm -i heasily doped AIGaAs [4]. Several studies have been done
n, Twxo-dimensional electron sheet concentration to determine the optimum thickness of the spacer layer

(cm 5) 11, [61.

S Spacer laer thickness (cr) 11. THE MODEL
Vr Voltage difference beteen conduction band and I

Fermni les el in AlGa.As IV) The two-dimensional electron gas is assumed to lie in
VG Applied gate %oltage (V) a quantum mechanical triangular potential well that arises
kG.. Applied gate %ollage \shich maintains equilib- from the coupling of Schrodinger's equation and Pois-

rium conditions at heterointerface (threshold son's equation through the potential term given by the lin-
, oltage for c hargc control 17]1 (Vi ear function Vc = -Fx, where F. the electric field, is

V -o Annihilation oltage that extinguishes n, (V) assumed constant Refemng to Ftg I. one has the follo,-J V, Depletion %oltage across the doped AIGaAs layer ing well-accepted expression for the two-dimensional

(V electron sheet concentration [71
V,, Equilibnium band bending on the AIGaAs side (Ef -

of the heterointerface (V) n, D kT In(1 + exp
4 Width J undoped GaAs epila er cmi. n\ kT
Z Aseragc ditance of electrons in the nth subband

from the interface (cmi In( 1 4 exp k I
%E( AIGaAs GaAs conduction band discontinutil kT

(% I \;.here D ts the density of states in units of reciprocal
O, Schottk\ -barrier height of metal- AIGaA, s stem square centtmeters per coulombs times volts and E0 and

E, are the lowest energy of the zeroth and first subbands.

Mm "!reear. IIlx T"'. "c' 'I, Cltc s' T", . respectis ely \kx hose energy is gisen approxtmately by 18).woturk . ,upp,'ncd in parl, h he %ali,,n i S, ,cnr F,,unii nd S\ n c Ih 1O
f)1hC , N." ,! Rescear, h

The autho, . , e D ..... it ,H '-' I 4 a, r s I c,! . n.. , In3 q 3
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HIGH FREQUENCy AMPLIFICATION IN QUANTUM WELL OSCILLATORS
'f-

B Joga and K.L Wang
Device Research Laboratory.f'f

University of California at Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024

K W Brown
The Aerospace Corporation

El Segundo, California 90245

Received 3 Ma"h 1966

We have calculated the frequency limit of negative differential
resistance and a c amplification of quantum well oscillators From the
time development of resonant tunneling, negative resistance is expected
to occur at very high frequencies. However, the large device
impedance results in a resistive cut-off frequency that is several orders
of magnitude below that predicted from transit time considerations.
This cut-off frequency is estimated from an equivalent circuit model.
and the power of an oscillator as a function of frequency and negative
resistance is found from a transmission line model JK

I. Introduction section II we consider the frequency limit of
NDR based on the time development of resonant

Quantum well structures are of considerable tunneling. On the basis of transit time
interest as a c. amplifiers and active power considerations, an intrinsically high limit is
sources since the interference phenomenon (i e. obtainable In section III an equivalent circuit
resonant tunneling) in these devices can give model is used to find the maximum oscillation p
rise to Negative Differential Resistance(NDR). frequency The physical properties of the
A typical device size is of the order of a few device are represented phenomenologically by
tens of nanometers. With collisions virtually the circuit parameters which can be extracted
eliminated at low temperatures, very fast from experimental or theoretical current-voltage
electron transport is anticipated, promising curves. We show that the circuit elements can
amplification at frequencies beyond that seriously affect the oscillation frequency limit
currently obtainable from conventiona! devices Finally, in section IV we estimate the power-
such as IMPATT and Tunnel diodes frequency behaviour, assuming that the device

is operated in a coaxial resonant cavity.
The first such device was a double-barrier

GaAs/GaAIAs structure grown by Chang et al'. II. Frequency Limit of Negative Differential
Although negative resistance was clearly Resistance e
demonstrated, the peak to valley ratio of the
current was not large enough to produce any Previously the time dependence of resonant
significant output power. Recent results on tunneling has been discussed by Ricco and

Azbel' for a double-barrier device Bothsamples grown by molecular beam eptaxy
-

' transent and steady state phenomena have been
have yielded more encouraging results Sakaki' trnsienad stey sae ponae been

considered As they have pointed out,a
has obtained a peak to valley ratio of 10:1. formerly overlooked factor in measuring the Nf f/

Earlier. Sollner et al had obtained a peak to current-voltage response is the charge build-up
valley ratio of 6 1 and had demonstrated mixing time in the well region The well behaves as a
and detection at 138 0Hz. 761 GHz. and 2 5 dynamic trap, causing electrons to spend some '

THz, these results appear to suggest NOR up time there before finally leaking out. Resonant
to 2 5 THz Sollner et al " also obtained tunneling is established once the outgoing flux
oscillations at 18 GHz using a coaxial resonator equals the incoming flux In addition to the
"Ths value is much lower than the limit of a few trapping and build-up times, there is a
THz anticipated from the electron transit time feedback mechanism which is further expected
So far, however, there has been no reported to delay the onset of resonance the trapping
oscillation frequency in excess of 18 GHz process causes an accumulation of charge which

in turn modifies the potential energy As shown
In this paper we explore the high frequency by Ricco and Azbel. the build-up time is non-

behaviour of the quantum well device In negligible This property of resonance tunneling
)
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Power loss by two-dimensional holes in coherently strained Ge, 2 Si0  /Si .
heterostructures: Evidence for weak screening

Y. H. Xie".
Depare, oj Elctrical Engineering. Untwrsify of Caijorni. Los Angeles. California 90024

R People, J C Bean, and K W Wecht
A T& T Bell Laboruturic. 11iMurro) Hill. New Jersey 07974 ,4

(Recei ed 14 April 1986, accepted for publication 10 June 1986) -

We have used the hot-carrier Shubnikov-de Haas effect to measure the power loss by hot two-
dimensional holes in coherently strained Ge0 2 Si* /Si heterostructures The measured power loss
versus carrier temperature data are best described by the two-dimensional formalism ofP. J. Price 4"

IJ Appl Phs 53. 6864 (1982)] assuming weak screening Excellent agreement with experiment
is obtained onlk ifscattenring of the acoustic mode phonons by both the deformation potenti-il and
the piezoelect nc coupling mechanisms are considered. We are therefore able to deduce a value for
the piezoelectnc constant for Ge% Sio1 which is approximately 35% of that for InAs 4"

(e-, _0 22 x 10' dyne/cm). In light of the fact that charge transfer effects are expected to be
small in bulk ( unstrained) Ge, Si, the present observations are indicative of either a large
strain induced change in ionicit) or of scattenng of acoustic phonons from ordered domains via
the piezoelectric mechanism

The subject of power loss by hot carriers in highly de- consider the scattering ofcarriers by acoustic mode phonons '
generate to-dimensional systems confined at semiconduc- due to the deformation potential as well as the piezoelectric .

tor-semiconductor heterointerfaces has recently received interaction. Further, since the calculated temperature de-
much theoretical at tent on Measurements of the electron pendence of the power loss by these mechanisms' yields ver,
temperature and power loss b, hot two-dimensional elec- dissimilar (power law) results when screening effects are %
trons in GaAs/A, Ga. - As heterostructures have been present or absent, we are able to quantify the extent to which 7.,
mainly, confined to photoexcitation experiments. '  Pho- screening of the hole-acoustic phonon interaction is impor- I

toexcitation experiments have given a wealth of information tant in the present system.
on power loss and distribution functions for the case in Samples were grown using Si molecular beam epitaxy in I
which power loss occurs predominantly by emission of polar a Si/Ge, Si, - /Si, single wide quantum well I.

optic (LO) phonons These results have also demonstrated (L. =L.l,, = 00 A) configuration. The Si layers were se- N.
the importance of screening of the electron-LO phonon in- lectively doped p type ( - 108cm-) withboron whereasthe r'k
teraction.' and have in general served to test existing two- Ge, Si - . alloy (having x = 0.2) was not intentionall, 46e

dimensional (2D) theories for polar optic phonon mediated doped. A dopant setbackof20A waspresent in the Si layers 's'-
power loss adjacent to the Ge• Si, _. Low electric field Shubnikov-de

Recently Bozler ial hav e obtained data on power loss Haas data indicated the population of a single subband, ha,.- ,N,.,
asa function of carner temperatureduetoelectnc field heat- ing a sheet charge density no =S X 10 1" cm ,
ing of 2D electrons in Ga.As/Al, Ga l ,As multiple quan- (E, - Eo):--meV, carriereffectivemassm*=O.27M., and
tum wells at ver', low temperatures (50 mK <T< I K) Hall mobilityp -3300 cm' V s - ' For the given sheet
These data are indicative of either piezoelectric dominated charge density, a S00-A well ts expected to be transformed b-'
power loss with strong screening of the electron-acoustic the space-charge field to two single interface heterolayers.
phonon interaction or of deformation potential dominated resulting a greater level spacing, which is consistent with the '
power loss with weak screening of the electron-acoustic occupation of a single subband. Measurements were per-
phonon interaction, the appropriate mechanism remains in- formed under perpendicular magnetic fields up to 100 kG at
determinant Experiments on highly degenerate two-dimen- temperatffres ranging from 1.75 to 4.5 K The electric field ,
sional hole systems wherein power loss occurs predominate- strength was deduced from the measured longitudinal ,ol.
ly by acoustic mode scattenng with deformation potential tage drop, taking into account the device geometry. No de- I

and or piezoelectnc couplings are lacking, however. tectable change in mobilit, occurred over the aforemen-
In the present letter we present measurements of power tioned temperature range and for electric field strengths

loss due to electric field heating of a highly degenerate 2D between 1 8 mV/cm and 2.5 V/cm
hole gas in coherently strained Gc.,Sti,/Si heterostruc- The relation between earner temperature and electri,
tures ' To the extent that the Ge, Si, , alloy exhibits some field was obtained using the hot-carrier Shubnikov-de Haa
degree of ordering.'" this ssiem retains the necessary attr- (SdH ) effect ", In his procedure, the extreme senstivit~ of
butes for the observation of a piezoelectnc effect (i e , dissi- the amplitude of the quantum oscillations is used as a mea
milar atoms along %ith a noncubic unit cell) When investi- sure of temperature One first measures the longitudtin. ',.

gating contributions to the p'o.w4er loss 6ne must therefore magnetoresistance ( p,. ) over a range of lattice temperi .
tures T, for a fixed, very low, value of the electric field T.p.

"AT&T i: Lsrtwr, . t-... cal data are shown in Fig I (a), forC = I 8 mV/cm and I

283 ApP P',$ 40' 49 ,5' 4 Ag~ua 1996 0003-65' ,6 3'0283.0350, 00 c 986 Ar,ca rnsiit. o oyc, ',
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One-dimensional transport in quantum well wire-high electron mobility :a *

transistor
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A novel one-dimensional electron gas field-effect transistor (FET) is proposed with the 120~
advantages of higher electron mobility and higher carrier concentration than conventional

O.
two-dimensional electron gas FET The FET structure, device operation, and the low-field 0
mobilitv of impuri scattering, which take-s the screening effect into account, are discussed.

%1eALflr heami epitasx% technology has made ultrathin come lower. E, ( R' y) = 0 and E, E, are the suitable
heterostructures possible One recent application using average values. k, has been solved for HEMT,' while
those heterostructures is the high electron mobility transis- should take into consideration the fringe effects. When all
tor ( H ENT) Itis basic idea is to separate the two-dimen- rhannels are very close, E, may eaprxmtd s
sional (2D) electron gas in the heterolayer to reduce Cou- c,2WE ZzaL 2cE . whr a< y b a proxtkiatd as-

lombic scattering from their mother donors in the heavily count the 2D fringe effects of the electric field and L, is the
doped wide band-gap material, thus yielding high mobility, layer thickness of AlGaAs. Following the same derivation of
especially at low temperature 'Although T'he saturation ye- HEMT,6 one may easily obtain the current-voltage (14)
locity of 2D gas is about equal to that in the bulk GaAs. the relation in the linear region as
high low-field mobility should still improve the device per- I, (IL,) + 6)] ) L, + aL,)
formancc due to the field distribution in field-effect transis-
tor ( FET) By further confining the dimensions, i e., reduc- X VG - r) VD- Vj j.D'
ing from two dimensions to one dimension, quantum well

*wires (QU'%s) are suggested to have the advantage of high C s
*mobility Several possible dev ice structures using QWW's A undoped AlGaA

have been proposed 'A primitive QWWN has been fabri-
cated ' In this letter, we analyze the FET operation ad B undoped GaAs .

transport properties of a QWWA HEMT It shows that the A undoped A*GaAs %
low-field mobilities due to impurity scattering with and (a
without screening are much higher than that in HEMI.(a

The basic structure is shown in Fig I (a), which depicts
one side of the V-grooise or U-groove structure similar to0
that of Sakaki 'O~ur structure uses QWW with carriers sepa-
rated from the donors, by a spacer similar to the 2D HEMT
The complete \,iev. of an FEI is shown in Fig I (b). Quan-
tumn well dots ma\ be obtained in this structure if the gate
strip can be made %er\ narrow\, For a single channel, the
energy-band diagram is shown in Fig I c )The concentra- A%

tion of one-dimensional carriers in the channel is controlled AC X
by the gate soltage In the x direction, electrons are confinedj
in a triangle well ( an approximated formn In the vdirection, A

it is a square well Electron motion is restricted only to the: i

direction, thus a one-dimensional electron gas is formed%
For sigle harncl.onemay lotthe onied ipurt\

Fo41igecanloemypo h inzdiprt
charge. I [D electron, arid the electric field distribution as, in

*Fig 2 1 fic I [) electrons may be treated as, if they coime from
the dcpleted i-AlGjAN layer Since the fringe effect is signit. Bc

*icaro the concentration of I D gas is usually higher than the X
21) gas in HFMT. ic L' 1: 27:, * L, Fr'om G~auss's*, la. r ee

the 11) Larrier concenitraition (C/cmo I s r,,(:
,e iLE, \,.,F( here 4 is the depletion width of Fito, I Striuit.re and hind dlagrimo tihe QW'A I-4EMT (a) Single hj:

idopcd CGaAs. I., is the thickness of G~aAs layer. and fis nei quantum well wire HENIT One-dimensionat eleciron gas is confined ir.

the dicleciri, oniiitjnt of GiaAs Here, we a-ssume that the the shaded area (bi Complete view ofan FET Current iran is in the :

dCptlion barge f undoped GaAs or AIGaAs and the inter- direciion The ID carriers in ihe channel are conirotted by ihe gate voltage
c Energy-band diagram for one channel of the QW\VHEN4T. a iriar'gt

fa~c charge at the: .- l~aAs.'GaAs heterolayers can be 0C- potential welt atong the xdireciion and a square poteniial well along the

glec ted fo(r irlhvr% -~t thr If) carrier concentration Mas, be- direction

4 9 38 , 3()- o 98FA-e.Ca-"S!ti,! 01PhS'c
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Interface States of Modulation-Doped AlGaAs/GaAs
Heterostructures

SANG-KOO CHUNG. Y. WU, K. L. WANG, N. H. SHENG, C. P. LEE, AND D. L. MILLER I

Abstract-We have used the admittance spectroscopy to investigate Ni/Au/Ge Ti/Pt/Au

Interface states associated with heterojunction of modulation-doped A G
tance was observed. The results of the measurements were interpreted nAIas 20$,loe)AIGaAs/GaAs FET's. Anomalous frequenc.i dispersion of the capaci- tvxas D20(Soe)I

in terms of an equivalent circuit containing a series resistance of the S(A

two-dimensional electron gas in the ungated region between the gate p IVAs I .Mu

and the source and drain electrodes. The maximum density of the in-
terfact states was found to be 1.3 x 1O. cm_2. eV around 0. 13e S.i,GaAs __J
below the E, edge of GaAs. Fig I Structure and contacts of high electron mobility AIGaAs/GaAs FET

used in admittance measurement -I

1. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, modulation-doped FET's or high elec- 1. The samples used in this study consist of a 1-urm-thick
tron mobility transistors (HEMT's) have been ac- undoped p-type GaAs epitaxial layer grown on a semi-

tively studied for high-speed applications [1]-[41. The insulating GaAs substrate, followed by 60-A undoped
high mobility of the two-dimensional electron gas formed Al0 3Ga 0 7As, and then a 210-A n+-Al0 3Ga0 7As layer
in the interface of an AIGaAs/GaAs heterojunction results heavily doped with Si to 10'8 cm 3 . This structure is iden-
from the reduced Coulomb scattering in the channel by tical to the modulation-doped heterostructure. A Au/Ge/
spatially separating the electrons from their parent donor Ni ohmic contact was provided to the two-dimensional
impurity ions with a heterostructure. The interfacial prop- electron gas while a Ti/Pt/Au contact forms metal

erties of the epitaxial GaAs and AIGaAs are therefore of Schottky contact with a gate area of 9 x 10- 4 cm 2 .
fundamental importance to the operation of the devices. With a Schottky gate on the AIGaAs layer, there exists

In this paper we present the results of admittance mea- a certain depletion region under the gate. If the AIGaAs
surements on HEMT's and introduce an equivalent circuit layer is thin enough that the gate depletion and junction
of the AIGaAs/GaAs heterojunction capacitor, which al- depletion regions overlap [5], the HEMT may be treated
lows a realistic characterization of the interface states of like a MIS capacitor with the wide-energy-gap AIGaAs
the heterojunction. layer as an insulator. The characterization of this capaci-

Thsoserved ano alos rquey dohisp ens of tt in tor may be used to extract the interfacial properties of the
was observed and attributed to a high density of fast in- heterojunction from admittance measurement. %
terface states of the heterojunction and to the series resis- Capacitance and conductance measurement were per-
tance of the two-dimensional electron gas in the ungated formed with help of a Hewlett-Packard multifrequency
region between the gate and the source and the drain elec- LCR meter, model 4275A. The RF signal amplitude was
trodes. kept at 20 mV so that the small-signal condition prevails.

II. ADMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS The bias voltage was not allowed to exceed +0.2 V, to
prevent forward current conduction. A positive bias is de-

The structure and the contacts of a AIGaAs/GaAs fined for a positive potential connected to the Schottk
HEMT grown by the MBE technique are shown in Fig. gate contact. pon t ei

Manuscript received August 31. 1984. revised August 30. 1985 This The measured C-V and G-V characteristics are shown
work was supported in pan by the Semiconductor Research Corporation in Fig. 2. The seemingly anomalous frequency depen-
and the Office of Naval Research dence of the C-V curves with capacitance decreasing with

S K Chung is on leave with the Device Research Laboratory. Electrical
Engineering Department. University of Californa. Los Angeles, CA 90024 increasing frequency can be expected when a number of
He is with Ajou University. Suwon, Korea fast surface states play the dominant role. The conduc-

Y Wu is on leave with the Device Research Laboratory. Electrical En tance peaks show a strong dispersion with the peaks shift-
gtneenng Department. University of Califomria. Los Angeles. CA 90024
He is with the Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics. Shanghai. China ing to higher bias with increasing frequency. The pres-

K L Wang is with the Device Research Laboratorv. Electrical Engi- ence of a peak in the G-V curve is associated with the
necnng Deparment. University of California. Los Angeles, CA 90024 effective loss due to the interfacial traps 16]. However, a

N H Shen. C P Lee. and D L Miller are with Rockwell Intema f
tional, Thousand Oaks. CA 91360 further increase of the conductance as the bias increases
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AUGER SPECTROMETRY AND SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY STUDY
OF THE INTERACTION OF B203 WITH SILICON SURFACE.

E. de Frisart, K.L. Wang and S.S. Rhee
Device Research Laboratory

Electrical Engineering Department
University of California at Los Angeles

Los Angeles, CA 90024

ABSTRACT

Interaction of monolayer B203 with Si surface has been studied by

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

as a function of the substrate temperature 25"C < Ts < 760"C. For Ts <

500C, B2O 3 adsorbs molecularly on the surface. No chemical reaction is

observed between both components. For Ts > 500"C, SiO 2 and B (or silicon
I, 2

boride compound ) new phases are growing at the expense of B203. SiO2 is

subsequently decomposed into SiO which desorbs for T > 600"C. Reduction

of B203 and SiO2 are completely achieved at 760C. At this temnperature,

SEM shows nucleation of spheroidal particles. We develop ed a model

based on a theory of diffusion-controlled growth of spheroidal particles

(SiO B or silicon boride ) from the decomposition of a supersaturated

solution ( B203 saturated by Si ). Atomic frations data have been fitted

nto the Avrami's kinetics equation I 1 1- exp[-K(2Dt) ] with good

agreement. Activation energy of the diffusion coefficient 0 has been

calculated to be E = 0.87 t 0.2 eV, assuming that the exponent n=1.a

.
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Interban opticaltransitions in GaAs-Gal A].,As superlattices in an appie electi field

B. Jogai and K. L. Wang
IWDia Rt Itacjch LuhoratorY. Department of Electrical Engineering. University of California at Los Angeles. a

Los Angeles, California 90024
(Received I I Jul) 1986) C

We ha~e tnsesugated the light absorption in a GaAs-Ga1.,Al,As superlattice in the presence of d T 1
an applied electric field Using Houston functions to represent the valence and conduction states we D: 0
hase calculated the transition rates between the valence and conduction subbands for different 0
%alues, of the field. Both the Franz-Kcldysh shift and Franz-Keldysh oscillations emerge from the & ;
formailimn The absorption edge as a function of photon energy varies exponentially and has small 0
ox"tliations superimposed on it. It is followed b> a flat region characteristic of a t'wo-dimensional .1D
elett I iu ax T f. use of Houston functions is justified b , computing the tunneling probability be- 0

)~N C\elli adiautni 'ubind- and shossing that it is negligibl) small.

I INTRODUCTION was e-function overlaps have been worked out using suit-
able model potentials to represent the superlattice and
MQW. In Ref. 8 the Gai.,,Al,,As layers are considered

Light absorption in) .uperlattice,, and quantum wells in suffictently thick that the electrons and holes cannot tun-
the presence of an electric field has been investigated in nel between adjacent wells. In fact Miller et al.8 con-
the recent literature for possible applications in electro- sidered the ideal case where the potential barrier is infin-
optics. Recent experinment, hase sho%%n that the absorp- ite. The electric field was incorporated by tilting the bot-
tion coefficient is strongl affected b\ an applied electric torn of the wkell. The authors then computed the red shift
field,'- The modulatioi the' absorption coefficient and shossed from their bound-state model the closeness
has led to the proposal .'>n ss:\ clas' of' ssNitching de- betsseen the Stark shift and the Franz-Keldysh effect.
%Ice%' 'Ahich can be h\e~c : hanging the field ap- NMcllro " calculated the change in overlap between the
plied to the superlat t. ci tr u: ir. ihcreb.\ creating "on*' electrons and holes in an MQW caused by an electric

0and -off" transmission1 stat1C' t.' the: lithi ss..i In the field. a prerequisite to understanding the elect roabsorpt ion
s uper-lattict: csa _I.v cUT lt phoon eilt-vre phenomenon in these Structures. Mlroy imposed an ar-

11both abose iiit! 0e5'he sU[tli'..C, handU ga The tificial boundar\ condition on the MQ%% by sandwiching
latter is, the usuW t: i/ et l If fttt Unlike bulk it betsseen s.emi-infinite barrier lay .ers, havi ng constant po- %5
mnateril. the ' t ' . J. -t pJ i i, be mnore tentials, Since both approaches are essentially, bound-state
sensitl IC 10 lC ! IL J xc.. 1, t hI. 1 ikk crti ML: t'If ntodelN. the\ ield absorption coefficients, that consist of a%

etfetis suiraV~ch. 2 ..tcip Iflt IfeJ rl~ltjlflcs superposititI of step functions and are characterized b\
tr- rn the p 1il0tI t '.,'tii'c i i.piI t. i abrupt increases as the photon energ is increased. Such
h. thce dc, ;, e.. l'.I: :h A. K ' If .1 Ic"s res ults are characteristic of the two-dimensional bound-
Me% Fr bulk '01;.. i.I. t. ht llid 01f Lfl! ix slt proihlen and are a consequence of the electron being
'Mall beU i. . ' tIxt i,'\ uitabli I( tuntnel out of the struc-ture. When an electric

distrtei~ . I ~ ?~' ' i .~ ti K ~ k 1 ., I ilJ :s applied, the function is sirrtpl\ shifted to the left.
% 4 Ss itchtinv -ii. .. .'' .1 x 1 1'T1,111,1 I lIi iht ,onsetionial termninolog\ . this is due to the Stark

6photon ert,*rc,:c N ~ ." . l ~ i i loss riti of the bound elect ron and hole states,. But as
at i .'I''' .. .: I I hi potteld out it ROfs S arid L) once a field is applied, there

* tastilii ~-~ . .~''' ''h, irt no true, bound states, This is especialls true for the
~enxi .. '''I'.\ xperlattt., Xiad \1()%% sA here the barner heights are small -

* -tiii.''a' . i~ 'i . ts ir..i't C2' cl, Anid since the particles no0\1
.1 lted' C !I . .i isx 1th, .juasth1'utid state' fot onl\ a short time le.g.

trteI' .:!...x he prob~cmnits essetill~ simi1111lar to the bulk
'.i ~,i . .. ... ' ci ditt nsioi nd t herefore a considerable

I~~~C Cs '.:,.W c It heI steplike behas or is, expected Con-
i,.1,-'.( 1' _j \. iet Yed shift "nth itt~reasttg field for continu-

'ter. .~ x -: . . .. ' isi the F~ratti k eldl\sh. effec.t For the superlat-

. , _0' 'K ' paipc- \L deniot Ih ' hift inour model as the
.i . -'' . i I .' k ids xh effect ii, keeping vksith the usual notation.

A.1 - .jAtions, differ fron those of Ref's, 1 arid 1) in
"I,'~l A...Iii .I'e of boutidar\ ,OtndIllo-. \%.% a, oii3 11h'

I' .~ ii. i 1,1td f 'ilditlr' itix Usu,1l\ tifesa lt

I,,-- Iti hu Anieruitt l'h\xial, S(Iklet

% .. %



Intraband Optical Transitions in Sperlattices

B. Jogai and K.L. Wang

Device Research Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of

California, Los Angeles, California 90024

J.N. Schulman

Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, California 90265 .¢

ABSTRACT

Phononless intraband absorption in superlattices has been investigated theoretically.

Using GaAs-Ga _ AlAs as an example, the absorption coefficient for optical transitions

between the conduction sub-bands has been calculated. Because of singularities in the

joint density of states, the absorption is enhanced at the zone center and zone boundary

of the mini-Brillouin zone. The results suggest the possibility of utilizing intraband ab-

sorption for long wavelength infra-red detection.
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A nosel infrared laser is propo%ed which use,, the intersubband optical transition in a hand-
aligned superlattice In this hand-aligned superlattice laser, the miniband discontinuity within
the conduction or valence band functions as a band offset in the heterojunction structure, and
the population inversion is achieved by current injection as in the conventional heterojunction

laser It is more flexible than a heterojunction laser or a quantum well laser since one may

tailor the bandwidth and band structures as %ell as the band gap of the minibands. Also

indirect hand-gap materials like Si and Ge can be used for lasing in the intersubband 1

transitions The intersubband optical transition is similar to an atomic two-level system which
exhibits low threshold current, and a gain coefficient with weak temperature dependence and a do

narrow spectrum which is determined only by the line-shape function. These special features

make the band-aligned superlattice laser competitive with and perhaps superior to the "

quantum well dot laser which is not presently feasible.

Recently advances in microstructure technology in shown in Fig. I under an applied bias , Electrons are

semiconductors like molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and injected from the region I superlattice into the upper mini-

electron beam lithography have made ultrathin and ultra- band of the region 11 superlattice. but are blocked at the

small novel structures possible. Among these, the electronic boundary of the region Ill superlattice due to a miniband

and optical properties of the quantum Well and superlatoce discontinuity there. The lower miniband of the region 11 su-

have been extensively studied because of their interesting perlattice is depleted by the current flowing out through the

physical phenomena and possible de, ice applications lower miniband of the region ItI superlattice Region II now

The optical properties of the quantum Well were first serves as the active region, while the other two regions be-

investigated b) Dingle' in 1975. Since then the quantum well have like thep and n regions as in conventional heterojunc- 1%

laser has received considerable attention because of its loW tion lasers. The region 11 superlattice may be replaced by a

threshold current and weak temperature dependence : Al- parabolicof V-shaped well in order to have the bandsaligned

though the intersubband transition in a quantum Well has to the neighbonng superlattice. Since the miniband align-

been considered for possible novel infrared detectors." its ment and offset is introduced in the superlattices for efficient NO

application to lasers or light-emitting diodes has not been current injection, we call this new type of infrared laser the .%.,

explored Here the term "intersubband transition" is used to band-aligned superlattice laser (BAS laser) For example. a

refer the subband-to-subband transition Within the conduc- miniband separation of 0.124 eV will be a lasing frequenc.

tionor salence band Theadvantagesofintersubband transi- z 12400/0.124 A = 10/um which is in the infrared range.

tion, in a superlattice are that the miniband band idth as within the transmission window of the atmosphere The in-
well as the band gap can be tuned b, changing the barrier tersubband transitions in superlattices offer many options A

and v.ell width and the barrier height Because the transition doped superlattice may be used as well as the compositional

frequency is in the infrared spectrum, quantum wells and superlattice In addition to the Wide band-gap Ill-V com-

superlattices can be substituted for the narro% band gap IV- pounds, indirect band-gap materials such as Si and SiGe ma,

VI or 1l-VI compounds in photonic applications Also. mdi- be used for lasing in the intersubband transitions. This im-
reet band-gap materiala su, h as Si and Ge can be candidates plies that this BAS laser may be integrated monolithicallN on

for lasing in the inter,,uhhand transition frequencies in a a silicon venr large scale integrated chip The operating fre.

quantum Well tr a superlattice since the nter,,ubhand transi- quency may be adjusted b, tailoring the superlattice barrier

tion i, direct regardlc,, of the hot material

A is p,al band sirulur ,of the proposed ,uperlattice II
laer ishow.im i g L. There are' three region in th, multi-

pic supcrlattii, In region 1. thc uperlattc, s ll i, thin..=.. i

that mil ,ie miibaiid is allow 'd lfiregion lli.thesi[perli 0II ,%

ti, Well .id barrier are speciall,. designed tc,.h that I\,c, -_-- V_. .- L i, L. J L _ _
nihianrt, .re formed where ilit, icpptr iillihiit i jiltiicd E

I ,, i i n iiihndt o the tirs t r gin In region I. tlc n11 '1 c re Feq

h.iicl ot Irrmdt If,,,wesi-r oils the lower iriiri1h.1fi~f I - e' c e

bu.id 1 t third r ~Icn i, ,N),,sc lhe upper hanl1d cit ti - i I(f h I ,., tO.I S' 'I,,l

II t ' i: . nIIi imti - haiddi-.c'itiiuc nit i - ii l, c I 'I :' -' ; ' tI. uh ha d ' I
:l su ,lpt l].lgit it 1 t:~ni." i"niih.ilt ri .' dii s hitt :ll,,a11\ II c -.. ccn iha r't: ,, I a-c, ,¢, Il

.a ,; : -' ' -S" '- / . ..- ': ,,' .- " :_( i-' " a, '. :, ,
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EVALUATION OF BORON-DOPED 61 EPILAYERS
GROWN BY MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY

E. de Fr*sart-, K.L. Wang and S.S. Rhee
Device Research Laboratory4 Electr. Eng. Dept.

University of California at Los Angeles, CA 90024
E.F. Gorey and W.N. Arienzo

IBM, Thomas J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights, NY 1059B

We present a detailed evaluation of boron-doped Si I'
epilayers on both (100) and (111) orientations grown by Si
molecular beam epitaxy, using boron oxide as a dopant source
from an effusion cell.

Boron incorporation in the film is the result of B.OO
decomposition by successive reactions with Si which form
lower boron oxides and SiO1 phases, and by the subsequent
removal of SiO, under the SiO form. A theoretical model of
the reaction kinetics is deduced from in-situ Auger
experimental measurements.

Morphology and crystallinity of the epilayers were
studied for different doping concentrations as a function of
the growth temperature (400*C<T.<9000C) using the defect,
etch technique and electron channeling. Three temperature
regions are observed, revealing amorphous, polycrystalline
and epitaxial growth when going from low to high
temperature. These three regions are also observed in the
behaviour of the boron surface segregation coefficient
(Auger data) which passes through a maximum near 7500C and
in the evolution of the electrical properties (Hall effect).
Defects in the epitaxial region consist mainly of stacking
faults. As seen by Nomarski optical microscopy, their
density (10'cm-0 at the minimum for both orientations) as
well as their size, strongly depend on the growth
temperature.

All these observations are correlated in order to
establish a global model of the boron incorporation during
growth and to draw the conclusions on the capability of the
technique to fabricate devices based on doped multilayered
structures.

Present address: IBM, Thomas J. Watson Research Center.



Intersubband Auger Recombination in Superlattice

Perng-fei Yuh and K. L. Wang

Device Research Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of California. Los Angeles, CA 90024

ABSTRACT

It is known that the recombination mechanism in narrow bandgap sem-

iconductor lasers is dominated by the Auger process. An attempt to use the "-.

intersubband transitions in superlattice for laser is thus restricted by the Auger "e

recombination process. The intersubband Auger recombination process is

different from the conduction-to-valence band Auger since the subbands have

different band structures, resulting in a different overlap integral and probabil-

ity weighting function. The probability weighting function is comparable to

that of the valence-to-conduction Auger process for narrow bandgap bulk

material(50.3eV). The overlap integral can be reduced by adjusting the mini- ',-

band bandwidth. However, there is a tradeoff in controlling the bandwidth for

a lower Auger rate (requiring narrower bandwidth) and for a larger carrier

injection (requiring wider bandwidth). A closed form of the intersubband AS.

Auger rate is derived. It gives a much weaker bandgap and temperature

dependence. Due to the adjustable overlap integral, the intersubband Auger

rate can be made much lower than that of the conventional conduction-to-

valence transition of the same bandgap.

'-A.

PACS numbers: 79.20.Fv, 42.55.Px, 72.20.Jv, 73.40.Kp
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Sensitirvi of the absoiption edge to applied electric fields

in GaAs-GaAIAs superlattices

B. Jogai and K.L. Wane

Device Research Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of

California, Los Angeles, California 90024 -.

ABSTRACT "

The dependence of light absorption on an applied electric field in GaAs-GaAIAs

superlattices is investigated theoretically for photon energies near the zero field bandgap.

In the quantum well limit, the results show that while the red shift is negligible, the

change in absorption with applied field for a given photon energy can be substantial.

For nearly opaque barriers, the absorption coefficient at 100 kV/cm is about twice the

zero field value. As the barriers become thinner, the red shift is enhanced but the sensi-

tivitv is diminiNhed. At the same time the increased coupling between the wells gives rise

to Franz-Kcldvsh oscillations.
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Elemental and compound semiconductor devices today and beyond: influence of advancec

epitaxial processes

Kang L. Wang

Electrical Engineering Department, University of California, Los Angeles
405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90024-1600

Abstract

This paper attempts to describe the advances of epitaxy of elemental and compound
semiconductors and their impact on new physics, effects and applications of new devices.
The impact of the recent epitaxy on material research is truly revolutionary. However,
the scope is too immense to cover in a limited space and time. In lieu of the detailed
descriptions of the epitaxial processes, I will try to highlight the most important
substances of the advance. Several examples of newly discovered effects and new devices
based on the artificially structured materials that are made possible by the advanced
epitaxial techniques will be presented. These examples are by no mean exclusive and many
other important ones are inadvertent omitted owing to the limited space and preferential
interests of the author. Finally, some on-going research efforts as well as possible
directions of further development of thin film epitaxy are discussed.

Introduction

The advance of epitaxy in semiconductors, particularly in molecular beam epitaxy,
organometallic chemical vapor epitaxy, and other low temperature epitaxial processes have
had a significant and perhaps an unprecedented impact on the new discoveries of the
physical effects and phenomena as well as new devices.

This paper is to review the progress and the current status of epitaxy in semiconductor
thin films. The possible new directions will also be discussed in the context of the
industrial application of these technologies.

The revolutionary advance of epitaxy provides "opportunities of decades" in material
researto and the significances in material science and struc ured physics may be found fcr
instan-e in the Report on Artificially Structured Materials.

Advance in epitaxial materials

The progress of the making of semiconductor materials as in other technologies in the
humar race is first to make good choice in utilizing some unique and special properties c'
the chosen material. For example in semiconductors, we had gone from Ge to Si and GaAs
u5t like we had in utility materials from Cu to Fe and alloys. As we become good at it

we begin the synthesis of new materials. With the advent of the new epitaxial processes,
we are at the pcs!tIon of exercising the epitaxy control, i.e., engineering layered
materials. In doing so we can grow at will the improved and new materials which could no:
be cor.:e>atly made before. More specifically, the advance of the epitaxial techniques
mage possltle to fabricnte improved heteroJunctions and new superlattices and quantum wellstructures.

At present, there are many processes to grow semiconductor epitaxial layers. Among
them, there are liq.1d phase epitaxy, chemical vapor epitaxy (CVD) or (low pressure CV,
molec.lar beam epitaxy and metal organic Jo4 organometallic) chemical vapor deposition
MO:VD or OM:V:. Only CVD, MOCVD, and MBE will be discussed here as the progress is
most evident In these areas. For these processes, the former three can be categorlzedqa!
chemical processes and the last one as a physical process. In epitaxy, two conditions-

00 must be made in order to achieve high quality crystalline films in addition to the neede:
lattice match condition, which can be relaxed somewhat in low temperature strained layer
growth. The two conditions are first to have an atomically clean surface prior to grow-,
f:r seeding the e;:taxial process and second to maintain a pure ambient during growth ir
order to reduce the undesired impurity level. The features of the two categories of
ep:taxial techniqu.es are contrasted here not for the purpose of presenting the pros an
cons but rather for assessing the future research directions. For MBE, a prior growth
clean surface can be conveniently obtained and verified as all surface analysis tools
be made available readily. The ultra high -inium condition also provides the desiratle
clean ambient during growth. The molecular flow can be interrupted without any observat*.
delay, and atomically abrupt interface can always be attained if interface reactions ar.
m:n Ir!zed. The deposition often occurs In a physical process and particle beams

Ir"%J -
. . .. % . , , . . . . . . . .
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RHEED OBSERVATION OF MBE-GROWN Ge xSi1_ x ON Si(111)

T.W.Kang, C.F.Huang, R.P.G.Karunasiri,

J.S.Park, C.H.Chern,and K.L.Wang

Device Research Laboratory

University of California

Los Angeles

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1600

ABSTRACT

Thin fii - C' a Ge Si alloy with x = 0.5 have been epitaxially grown using

molecular bea- epitaxy (MBE) on Si(111) substrates by simultaneous evaporation of

Ge and S'. Sirfaze reconstructions during the growth of Ge Si film were

ooserve usin; reflectiorn high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). A sharp 7X7

-> 5X5 transiior, of tne RHEED pattern was observed. This is in agreement with

the sjr' a-e S :tjtreS observe,. by LEED.
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Light Induced current in a GaAs/GaAlAs superlattice. B. Jogai and
K.L. Wang, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, University of California at
Los Angeles.*

The superlattice is of interest as an optical detector since its
electronic properties can be adjusted by changing the geometry. When an
electric field is applied, the light induced current can be used to
measure the intensity of the light. We have calculated the field-
dependent absorption coefficient and the photo current for a GaAs/GaAlAs
superlattice. Following Kane's approach [1], the field corrected
wavefunctions are obtained from the zero field wavefunctions, and are
then used to calculate the band to band tunneling current.
*Supported by the Office of Naval Research.

1. E.G. Kane, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 12, 181, 1959.
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POLARITON STRUCTURE OF MULTILAYERED SEMiCONDUCTING MATERIALS

J.P. Vigneron. A. Dereux. Ph. lAmbin and A.A. Lucas
Dpartement de physique, Facuh6s Notre-Dame de ]a Paix

61, rue de Bruxelles, B-5000 Namur, Belgium

S. Heusdains and M. Hannotiaux
Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucl6aire
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol,Belgium

, University of California, 7619 BH
Los Angeles, Ca 90024,USA

%..

Sharply defined multilayered structures have been grown from a variety of
,d semiconducting materials. With these thin-film structures, the accumulation of intcrfaccs

gives rise to new excitation modes, that can be found both in the phonon and plasmon
energy ranges. The detailed polariton structure of a general stratified structure, finite or
infinite, and its effective dielectric response function can conveniently be assessed in terms
of a new, Riccati-type initial value problem which can be used to quantitatively account for

reflectance measurements, attenuated total internal reflection (ATR) and, using a

non-retarded limit of the same formalism, electron energy-loss spectroscopy (1{REELS).

-, The non-radiative excitations visible in ATR and HREELS experiments can be viewed

as combinations of interacting interface modes. In the case of a semi-infinite superlattice,

most of these mode evolve into continuous bands of Bloch states. Some others, mainly
associated with the superlattice-vacuum interface evolve into isolated surface-like modes.

New EELS experiments on GaAs-GaAIAs superlattices will be analyzed in the framework

of this dielectric response description and rccent measurements of the reflectivity of

Si-Si.,Ge* multilayered structures in the electronic excitation range will be presented and

discussed.

5%,



REFLECTION HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON DIFFRACTION OBSERVATION OF
SUBSTRATE CLEANING DURING Si MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY

C. F. Huang, R. P. G. Karunasiri, K. L. Wang, and T. W. Kang

Device Research Laboratory
Electrical Engineering Department

University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1600

ABSTRACT

The removal of the oxide on Si(100) surface resulting from
the reaction with an impinging Si, Ge, or Ga beam on the substrate
was investigated in Si molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) by reflection
high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The 2x1 reconstruction

pattern due to the clean Si(100) surface was utilized in

determining the optimum conditions for the cleaning methods used.
It was found that all three beams can be effectively used for
cleaning Si substrates as long as the proper parameters are
chosen. In addition, a time dependent enhancement of the
reconstruction pattern was observed after the Ge beam cleaning.

T. W. Kang was on leave from Dongguk University, Korea.
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Electroabsorption in GaAs-GaAlAs Superlattices.* 1,.
B. Jogai and K. L. Wang, Device Research Laboratory,
UCLA. -- We have calculated the absorption coefficient
in GaAs-GaAlAs superlattices in an applied electric
field. Using the crystal momentum representation to
represent the superlattice states, the transition ".
rates between valence and conduction sub-bands are
calculated for different values of the field. The
band structure and unperturbed wave functions are
obtained from a tight-binding model. The model allows
for coupling between the sub-bands. Both the Franz-
Keldysh effect and Franz-Keldysh oscillations emerge
from the formalism. The absorption edge as a function
of photon energy varies exponentially and has small
oscillations superimposed on it. It is followed by a
flat region characteristic of a two-dimensional
electron gas.
*Supported in part of the Office of Naval Research.

7619 Boelter Hall, U"
Los Angeles, CA 90024
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MBE GROWTH OF GeNSil. x ON POROUS SILICON ',

a U.

C. H. Chernl, Y. C. Kaol, C. W. Neih2 , G. Bai2 , K. L Wangl, and M-A. Nicolet2 ,',

1 Device Research Laboratory, Electrical Engineering Department

University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024

2 California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125

ABSTRACT

Recently, porous Si has been used as a patterned substrate for epitaxial
growth of CoSi2 and GaAs. Encouraging results have been achieved in
both cases although different concepts of the stress relief are applied.
GexSil-x can be grown onto Si pseudomorphically if the growth
temperature is kept low and the thickness is restricted to below a "critical"
thickness, which becomes thinner as the the Ge composition gets larger.
In this work, GexSil-x with Ge compositions of 20%, 50% and 100%
grown on both porous and single crystal Si are investigated. During the
experiment, surface conditions were monitored by RHEED. TEM, RBS
and the X-ray rocking curve technique were used for the characterization
of samples. The results of strain relaxation and crystallinity of the
GexSil-x films are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the increasing demand on very high speed and optoelectronic devices
coupled with the vast existing Si technology in industry, GexSil-x epitaxy on Si has
aroused a great deal of interest in recent years. However, the up to 4.2% lattice
mismatch between GexSil-x and Si can cause a large density of misfit dislocations and
thus cannot accommodate thick commensurate GexSil-x layers. Several efforts, such
as using strained layer superlattice buffer, rapid thermal annealing and tilted
substrates[ 1-2] have been experimented to suppress the propagation of threading
dislocations toward the GexSi l-x active region. All of these approaches have not givensatisfactory results for decreasing the total defect density of the epitaxial layers.

Recently, a new approach for growing defect free epilayers on lattice mismatched
substrates was proposed by Luryi et al.[3]. According to their theoretical calculation, a
substrate having small seed pads of a lateral dimension about 10 nm is suggested to be
used. This small size of seed pad is very difficult to fabricate by present lithography
techniques. Porous Si substrates which have surface pads ranging from 3 to 20 nm have

, been developed as an alternative method. Current research on epitaxial growth of GaAs
and COSi2 on porous Si indicates that the porous Si substrate appears to be a promising
substrate for improved epitaxial growth[4-5].

Ntt o % % o , o ,o,*.v N - "" % "'" * ." - " o% " . " .° - " "." "" - ' , ". " ," .' " .. " " "'" - "



ULTRAVIOLET LASER ASSISTED SILICON MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY

S.S. Rhee and K.L. Wang

Device Research Laboratory
Electrical Engineering Department

University of California at Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024

Abstract

UV radiation effects on the surface cleaning, B203
decomposition and Sb doping incorporation were studied by Auger
electron spectroscopy, spreading resistance profiling and van der Pauw
Hall measurement. 193 nm ArF laser and 248 nm KrF laser were used
for UV sources. UV radiation was found to enhance the interdiffusion of 'p
Si and B203, Sb incorporation and the Hall mobility.

Introduction

Pulsed UV lasers have been employed in photoenhanced MOCVD and it was
sucessfully demonstrated that UV light irradiation improved the surface morphology,
impurity concentrations and growth rate and lowered growth temperature (1-4). Most
recently, UV laser has been introduced into the I-VI molecular beam epitaxy MBE as a
new approach to control substitutional doping of II-VI compound semiconductors (5).
It was shown that UV radiation greatly improves the electrical properties of the as
grown II-VI epilayers. Another report on UV laser effect in III-V MBE area also

*" showed a significant improvement of the film quality (6).

In MBE, irradiating the UV laser on the substrate can provide high energy with low
momemtum photons to the surface atoms and adlayer. Effects of UV laser radiation on
the substrate can be photo-themal effecct caused by extremely high incident power or
others such as increased surface mobility, decomposition of the surface constituents,
modification of the bonds between bulk and surface species and modification of the
electrical potential of the surface by generating photoexcited carriers. .1

In Si MBE, doping by coevaporation of Si and doping species suffers the drawbacks
of low sticking coefficient of the dopant and long residence time. Several techniques
have been developed to overcome these problems, namely potential enhanced doping or
secondary ion implantation (7,8) and the electron irradiation enhanced doping technique
(9). Both techniques significantly improved the incorporation as well as crystallinity
and achieved sharp doping profiles for n-type Sb, but these techniques still suffer
problems of having high residual defect density resulted from ion and electron impacts
on the surface, especially at low substrate temperature. For p-type dopnts, high vapor
pressure boron oxide compound has been recently used to overcome the high
temperature problem of pure boron source (10, 11). However substrate temperature has

k,
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SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION OF MBE-GROWN Ge Si ON Si(I,)
X 1-x

SF. Huang, R. P. G. vjrunasr1., . Pa'-, K. L Wang and I. W. Kang*

Device Research Laboratory, Electr]Ldl EnQineering Department,

University of California, Los Angp- s, CA 900?4-16 '

* T.W.Kang was on lea,e from Donggup University, Korea.

ABSTRACT

Surface reconstruction during the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

growth of GexSi1_ x  ( x = 0.2 - 1.0 ) film on Si(111) was studied using

reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). A series of

reconstruction pattern transitions was observed due to the formation of

strain layer and its relaxation. The critical thickness obtained using

the thickness of the Ge Si film at the transition of the
x 1-x

reconstruction pattern agrees well with the previously reported values.

The strain dependence of RHEED patterns for Ge xSil1 x film was

substantiated by Raman scattering.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of Ge xSi1_ x thin films on silicon has received

increasing attention in recent years [1-3]. Although progress has made

it possible to grow high-quality pseudomorphic Si/Ge Si multilayer
x 1-x

structures El], the initial stage of growth of Ge xSi _ thin films and
their surface structures still remains relatively unknown. This
motivated us to investigate the surface reconstruction of Ge Si

/Si(111) during growth using RHEED. In this paper, we described thex
use of RHEED for the determination of critical thickness of Ge Si

x 1-xfilms on Si(111).

Surface reconstructions of Ge Si /Si(111) films after growth

have been examined [4-7] using low energy electron diffraction (LEED).

A 7X7 LEED pattern was observed by Gossmann et al.[41 for thin films (.
65 A of Ge grown by MBE on Si(II) substrate and the Geo. Si film
clearly showed a 5X5 LEED pattern. Furthermore, McRae [5] and Shoji et
al.[6] studied the epitaxy of Ge on Si(111) vicinal surfaces and

observed the formation of 5X5 LEED pattprns after annealing. Ou,
previous RHEED studies [F' showed a sharp 7X7 -> 5X5 transition for

S /Si(11) wi!il,, tho criti( l rhickness whicn iS n a,-'Onen °

G%. 5,
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Strain Distribution of MBE Grown Ge Sil/Si Layers by Raman Scattering*

S. J. Chang, M. A. Kallel and K. L Wang
Device Research Laboratory, Electrical Engineering epartment

University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024

R. C. Bowman, Jr.
The Aerospace Corporation

MI.109, P. 0. Box 92957, Los Angeles, CA 90009

The successful growth of GeXSi 1-/Si strained layer superlattice (SLS) by molecular

beam epitaxy has recently stimulated considerable interest. The bandgap engineering of such a

system has led to some potentially useful photonic and electronic applications. A lot of work

has been done to gain a better understanding of the structure. Raman scattering technique has

been particularly useful.

It is known that dislocation free Ge X Si X overlayers may only be grown up to a certain

critical thickness hC depending on the alloy composition fraction x and the growth tempera-

ture [1]. For Ge xSi/Si multilayers, strain condition will depend on the choice of the buffer

layer and the overall superfattice thickness.

The objective of this paper is to study the strain distribution in the superlattice as a func-

tion of alloy composition and the distance from the interface using the technique of Raman

scattering. Although GeXSi 1X/Si structures have been previously studied by Raman, the focus

was mainly on determining stress and critical thickness [1][2][3). In our work, we are dealing

with thick structures and our goal is to determine the distribution of strain close to the inter-

face. Also, in addition to using regular Si for the substrate, we are trying to use porous Si as

well.

The experinent was performed at room temperature in the near back scattering geometry.

The samples were excited with a Spectra Physics 2020 Argon ion laser operated at 5145A,

and analyzed with a Spex 1404 double spectrometer and an EG&G 941 photon counter. Fig.

1. is a typical Raman spectrum for a thick Ge0.5Si0.s/Si SLS on Si substrate. Because of the

*Submitted to SPIE meeting Spring 1988.
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thick superlattice, the laser beam cannot reach the subtrate and only 4 peaks were observed. ,

The peaks ascribed to the vibrations of Ge-Gc, Ge-Si, and Si-Si bonds from the Ge03Si0.5
0

layers were all clearly shifted upward due to the lateral compression strain, and the peak ,4

ascribed to the Si optical mode originating from the Si layers was shifted downward as a

result of lateral tensile strain.

Raman Spectrum for GeSi/Si SLS

S it #JPli 

6e-st"414

S-venSbIer shift irm-IA

Fig. 1. Ran= spe m for a GeosSi0ySi SLS
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In order to study the crystal properties of the layers close to the interface of the thick

Ge xSi x/Si SLS, a small angle bevel was made by using angle lapping, as shown in Fig. 2 .

[4]. The laser light was focused to a small spot and the Raman spectra were obtained by suc-

cessively moving the sample in the direction perpendicular to the bevel edge with a microme-

ter. With the known bevel angle and the distance between the focused laser light and the

bevel edge, the effective thickenss of the laser probing position could be calculated.

Different samples were grown and compared, strain distribution as a function of the dis-

tance from the interface was obtained for thick Ge Si u/Si SLS's and comparisons with thin -
xI

A



stuuuer ~e nme A qualitative I idstandizg of latde cystalliunity was also asessed

from the FWHM of the Ramian peaks. Te preliminary results for supeulattime grown on

porous Si we inconclusive at this point Howve, it is expected that shits should be different

from the case of regular Si since porous Si effectively provides a patterned substmae for relax-

in& te strain in the growth. :

SS~

F ig. = ae b9V*l Kid law probing

IR.People, IEEE Trans. Quantum Electronics,Vo.E2.p6618

I0. Absbteiter, IL Brugger, T. Wolf, Phys. Rev. Let. Vol 54, p2441, 1985

I. IL People, J. C. Bean, . V ,LVc Sci. Technol. Vol. A3, pM4 , 1985

4. Y. Huang, P. Y. Yu, M. Chamse, Y. Lo, S. Wang, Appi. Phys. Lemt Vol. 51, p192, 1987

*Thi work is in pan supported by the Office of Naval Research and the Army Research Office
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